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Table 1. Surface layers parameters after friction treatment 

Sample 

material 

Treat-

ment 

type 

Layer 

depth, 

mm 

HV, 

GPa 

Phase 

composit

ion 

 phase 

lattice para-

meter, nm 

Nitrogen 

content in 

 phase, 

wt.% 

Armco Fe FT 0.1 4.5   0.28667 – 

FN 0.45 6.5 N    0.2871 0.32 

Fe+0.7wt.%Ti FN 0.33 9 N    0.2874 0.58 

Fe+1.1wt.%Ti FN 0.22 11 N    0.2890 0.65 

Fe+1.2wt.%Ti FT 0.06 7   0.28725 – 

FN 0.15 12 N    0.2893 0.7 

Fe+1.6wt.%Ti FT 0.13 13.7 N    0.2920 0.85 

 

Grain morphology (size and shape) of modified surface layers is different 

compared to central part of sample, as shown in Fig. 1. Both FT process and FN one 

cause to refinement of surface layer grain structure. Additionally, increasing the grain 

boundaries extension occurs. The depth of modified layer determined by FN-process 

is larger than that formed by FT-process (Tab. 1, Fig 1). Gradient of grain size across 

cross-section of modified layer occurs due to friction. Gradient of deformation results 

in grain structure gradient. Fine-grained structure is observed only on short distance 

to the surface.  Fig 1a, b shows that optical microscopy was not helpful to recognize 

grain size located very close to surface. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 – Optical micrographs of structure observed in cross-section of treated sample: 

a  – Armco Fe treated by FN process at 773K during 60 min;  b – Fe+1.2wt.%Ti, treated by 

FN process at 823K during 60 min; c  –  Fe+1.2wt.%Ti,  treated by FT process at 823K 

during 60 min. 

50 m b  50 m c  50 m 
a  
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According to the results obtained in the present study (see Tab.1) nitrogen 

content in N  phase is higher that formed by usual nitriding without friction. For 

modified layer formed on Armco Fe nitrogen content in N  phase is higher by 3 

times than that indicated by state diagram for system Fe-N [3]. It was assumed that 

the essential increase of nitrogen content in N  phase could be caused both by the 

increase of dislocation density and by the increase of grain boundaries occurred due 

to grain refinement. To verify this assumption dislocation density was determined by 

XRD method analysis when physical broadening the diffraction peaks is used [4]. 

Dislocation density was calculated using the equation: 

            

2 2

2

3 ctg

K b l

 
 


        (1) 

where ρ– dislocation density; β – XRD diffraction peak broadening; K    coefficient 

that depends on both reciprocal lattice vector orientation and dislocation type; b – 

Burgers vector length; l  5 is the constant taken for condition of random dislocation 

distribution; θ – Bragg angle. 

The annealed sample that was not treated by friction has been used as a standard one. 

Dislocation density caused by friction process was investigated using the sample 

treated in Ar-gas medium at 823K during 60 min. For the sample treated by friction 

calculated dislocation density was determined in the range from 10
10 

to 10
11

 cm
-2

 

whereas that for the annealed sample was obtained in the range 10
6 

to 10
8
 cm

-2
. Thus, 

plastic deformation occurred due to friction causes the increase of total dislocation 

density.  

Broadening the diffraction peaks of N   phase formed in modified layer 

indicates that substructure that was consisted of small individual blocks could be 

formed additionally inside the grains being refined by friction. Blocks size of bcc-Fe 

being formed at the very surface layer of the sample treated by FT process was about 

to 16 nm. Compared to the above block size of N  phase formed by FN process is 

found about to 8 nm while it was not more then 10-15 nm at the distance to 0.1 mm 

from the surface. Indications were obtained that block size increases mostly up to 

submicro-scaled one when the distance from the surface increases.  

Bright-field TEM images of surface for the samples treated either by FT process 

or by FN one are shown in Fig. 2. Blurred rings related to bcc-Fe treated by FT 

process can be caused by high degree of grain refinement. Since nanostructured layer 

determined by FT process was too small, separate spots placed on blurred diffraction 

rings is observed, as shown in Fig.2a. These spots occur because of  submicro-scaled 

bcc-Fe that is placed beneath nanostructured surface layer. When the samples were 

treated by FN process, blurred rings, which could be associated both with grain 

кefinement of N -phase and with coherent nitrogen precipitations, are recorded only 

(see Fig.2b, c).  
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Fig. 2.  Bright-field TEM images showing (a, b, c) microstructures of surface layer  

and (d) that determined at the distance of 0.1mm from the surface: a, b– Armco Fe treated 

by FT  and FN processes at 773K during 60 min respectively; c, d - Fe+0.7wt.%Ti treated 

by FN process at 823K during 60 min. Inserts present SAED pattern 

It is seen in Fig.2 that both FT process and FN one result in formation of 

nanostructure consisted of polyhedral cells/blocks of different sizes.  

Two different groups of cells/blocks could be pointed out and classified 

considering to their sizes, which were determined directly using TEM images and by 

means of calculations using electron diffraction patterns [2]. The first group unites 

the cells/blocks of largest sizes, which are ranged from 150-200 nm and from 50 to 

70 nm for FT and FN processes respectively. The second group includes the 

cells/blocks, which have the smallest sizes. They are located inside the cells/blocks of 

the first group. FN process causes the formation cells/blocks of second group for 

which their sizes were ranged from 5 to 10 nm. The each cell/block is rounded either 

by dislocation walls or dislocation tangles, forming sub-boundaries.  

Fig. 2 d shows that instead of blurred rings belonged to N-phase, which were 

determined in the modified layer formed in the samples treated by FN process, 

individual blurred spots are detected in SAED pattern when the distance to surface 

was about to 0.1 mm. Additionally, blurred rings belonged to fcc γ’-phase appears in 

SAED pattern. Several aspects could be mentioned considering the results obtained 

by TEM analysis. The first is that the nanostructured N  phase transforms in 

submicro-scaled one as distance to the surface increases. Additionally, coherence 

disruption happens and, if so, inclusions of  γ’-phase are formed. 

It should be note the important role of nitrogen diffusion for determining the 

nanostructured material. Nitrogen atoms being consolidated at the sub-boundaries 

could block the processes of recovery and stress relaxation, resulting in pronounces 

refinement of grain structure. 

 

100 nm 

a  b  
b  

50 nm 25 nm 

c  d  

100 nm 
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3. CONCLUSION 

It was found that both surface friction treatment in inert gas (FT) and friction 

nitriding in ammonia atmosphere (FN) are capable to form gradient nanostructured 

surface layers on Fe-alloys. By using XRD-analysis and TEM technique polyhedral 

cells/blocks of different sizes are recognized in grains of –phase. Two different 

groups of cells/blocks were pointed out and classified considering to their sizes. The 

first group united the cells/blocks of largest sizes whereas the second group included 

the cells/blocks, which are located inside the cells/blocks of the first group and have 

the smallest sizes ranged for FN process from 5 to 10 nm. Generally, FN process 

resulted in the cells/blocks of smaller sizes than that caused by FT process. The sizes 

of the first group of cells/blocks were ranged from 150–200 nm and from 50 to 70 nm 

for FT and FN processes respectively. It was assumed that nitrogen atoms being 

consolidated at the sub-boundaries could block the processes of recovery and stress 

relaxation, resulting in pronounces refinement of grain structure. 
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